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Dear Editor, 

Since January 2020 novel 2019 betacoronavirus, also called 
Covid-19, greatly spread throughout the world, exceeding 4000000 
infected cases [1]. Covid-19 related disease shown highly variable 
clinical course which can range from simple infection to severe 
pneumonia and multiorgan failure [1,2]. Some risk factors for severe 
Covid-19 course were identified, but specific target treatments for 
infection are still lacking, so that mortality rate for Covid-19 still 
remains high especially in patients with preexistent - cardiovascular in 
particular - diseases [1,2]. 

Taking this into account, accurate prevention of contagion is the 
main strategy to contain mortality and infection’s diffusion [3]. Italy 
was one of the most involved countries in Covid-19 pandemic and 
extraordinary several social restrictions have been imposed. In this view, 
hospital facilities in epidemic areas have to be considered as high-risk 
site to contract infection. Regardless of the field of medical work, the 
new scenario of Covid-19 pandemic therefore requires radical changes 
in clinical activities. Concerning the gastroenterologists, it is crucial 
to avoid unnecessary - or even inappropriate - hospital admissions, 
endoscopic examinations and outpatient visits as strongly suggests 
from Italian Societies of Gastroenterology and Endoscopy [4,5].

In particular, management of celiac disease is mainly based on 
periodic outpatient checks who currently need a telemedicine remote 
approach. 

Based on current studies, celiac patients do not seems to have 
increased risk for Covid-19 infection or severe related disease even if 
hyposplenism and higher risk of bacterial pneumonia may be present 
especially when celiac disease is associated with other autoimmune 
disorders [6]. 

The majority of coeliac patients in follow-up in hospital referral 
centers are long-term disease subjects in good general status without 
clinical complication [7]. They generally undergo yearly clinical 
control and monitoring of biochemical nutritional parameters and of 
anti-transglutaminase IgA levels [6]. In this group of patients, visit by 
phone should be preferred to contact in person and on the absence 
of biochemical alterations or clinical symptoms detectable during 
accurate interview, they may be safely directly addressed to next annual 
check. Routine endoscopic/histological revaluation scheduled before 
Covid-19 pandemic must be deferred until the end of emergency, 
except in highly suspected cases of celiac disease refractory to diet in 
which histological diagnosis is mandatory to establish urgent medical 
treatment [8]. 

In highly suspected celiac patients with elevated anti-
transglutaminase, diagnostic endoscopy should not be delayed to early 
start free gluten diet and avoid the onset or worsening of malabsorption 
related complication. 

In newly diagnosed celiac patients, clinical counseling and dietician 
support are crucial to correct approach free gluten diet, as is an accurate 
evaluation of physical status and symptoms in order to assess their 
improvement after diet starting [7,8]. In our opinion, in these cases the 
need for direct contact with the doctor should be carefully evaluated on 
“case by case” basis. Especially in high-risk patients for severe Covid-19 
course - older and cardiovascular patients as well as obese and 
immunosuppressed subjects - clinical remote approach should be ever 
attempt. Italian Ministry of Health strongly recommends this approach 
and free official informatics applications were released to perform visual 
remote visits using phone, tablet or PC [9]. Telemedicine obviously 
requires compliance that patients not always are able to assure due to 
cultural/economical barrier. 

Traditional outpatient visits - observing opportune hygienic 
precaution - must be guaranteed in this subgroup of patients or 
in presence of celiac disease related complications requiring more 
complex medical treatment such as severe anemia or refractory coeliac 
disease. Even if specific studies or guidelines have not been released, 
in refractory celiac patients without Covid-19 infection managed in 
epidemic areas, immunosuppressive treatment should not be delayed 
– or early stopped – like to what recommended for oncological and 
autoimmune diseases [10]. 

In conclusion, we wanted to focus attention on the need to remodel 
celiac disease management during the Covid-19 pandemic. Even if in 
Italy infection peak seems to be passed, while waiting for vaccine and/
or effective therapy, it will be necessary to maintain these new medical 
approaches to cohabit with the virus in the post emergency long-term 
course of Covid-19 pandemic. 
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